Reviews for “Reckless Grace” by Gissela K
Review by FVReviews:
‘Reckless Grace’ is the superb new album by the supremely talented artist Gissela. The
six-track album is a brilliant piece of work featuring strong elements of Christian Rock.
There is a wonderful sense of positivity and hope throughout. These are themes that
occur more than once in the songs. In times as they are currently, this is album is a
welcomed listen.
There are so many strong songs on this album it is hard to pick a favorite, but if we had
to choose, ’Bring You Back To Life’ is at the top of our list. First, we hear a piano and
Gissela’s unmistakable vocals enter. There are luscious changes from major to minor in
the chords and unpredictable twists and turns too.
We adored the song ‘Light Fades’, the initial acoustic guitar plays all over the neck and
there are gorgeous cadences to be found in the vocals. The song builds in layers
creating texture and there are wonderful lyrics such as, ‘‘The more the light fades, the
brighter you shine’.
The title track, ‘Reckless Grace’, sees big production and an upbeat nature. It is a song
to feed the soul. All of the instruments are present from the get-go and it is a cracker of
a title song.
‘This Is The Moment’ is a spell-binding track. The opening guitar is picked well and there
is an opening duo performance between the vocals and guitar. The addition of the cello
is beautiful and the driving kick on the chorus is the icing on top. Wonderful.
The overriding star of the album is Gissela. Her vocal performance on each song
emotes emotion and warmth. Her tone feels as though it has been touched by angels
and she has the type of voice that we could listen to all day. There is a sweetness and
comfort in her voice which automatically draws the listener in and keeps their attention,
always wanting more.
We must also mention the exceptional musicianship which is showcased on ‘Reckless
Grace’. From the drums to the guitars, to the piano and cello, each of these musicians
are at the top of their game. They have the awareness and ability to know when to go
full throttle and when to pull back and let the vocals shine. The mix, production, and
mastering have all been executed to a high standard. Produced by Grammy award
winner, Chad Carlson, each of the instruments have their own place in the mix which
lets them shine but also they come together as a collective.
Based in the United States, Gissela is an artist who is very talented. Check out this
special artist today!

Review by Lifeofcreed.com:
First let me start off saying, Gissela’s voice is amazing! Her upcoming album Reckless
Grace is beautiful. It’s an album that even if the genre of music is not your style, you’ll
still stop to listen to the song that’s playing, her voice draws you in.
The first song “The More the Light Fades” is on point – Gissela’s vocals, the
arrangement of the song, the lyrics are remarkable. It’s Christian with a hint of country.
Next follows the album title song “Reckless Grace”. When you listen to Gissela’s voice,
you can hear her passion for the Lord. This song is the perfect example of that. You not
only hear it, but the lyrics say it as well. She’s going to love with reckless grace every
moment. This is not a love song, to a significant other. This is her love for God.
“Bring You Back to Life” her vocals are outstanding and the perfect song. “What it
Means” is another one of my favorites on the album. The lyrics... beautiful. “Keep
walking on when my eyes can’t see. That’s what it means to believe.” The lyrics are
powerful. It’s a song, that you should close your eyes and listen to really hear the song.
Don’t just listen to the music and words, but listen to the message, feel the message.
“Your Love Never Ends” just brings you to a peaceful state with a slower tempo. This
song is all about how God’s love never ends and that you can always turn to God.
When you lose your way, he’ll bring you back around. No matter what he’ll love you.
Closing out the album is “This is the Moment”. I knew it would be one of my favorites the
moment it started playing. This song is all about no matter where you are in life, this is
the moment – change for the better, give yourself to God.
Overall, the amazingness of this album, it’s hard to put into words. When you think for
Sunday Soulfood, this is the meal to feed your mind and soul. Make sure to mark your
calendar for the release of Reckless Grace on February 1st.

Review by Tabitha Fair, recording artist and vocal coach
Gissela’s “Reckless Grace” album is beautifully anointed. Her heart for Christ pours out
as she sings so sweetly about her faith.
I felt such hope as I was listening. The production is absolutely stunning along with
Gissela’s gorgeous vocals. “Reckless Grace” is truly heavenly. You’ll wanna start
everyday out with this record!

Review by LaserLife:

Hailing from Brazil, Gissela has been a passionate musician ever since she can
remember. She has developed a very diverse and unique attitude, which combines
different genres. While some artists want to simply entertain the audience, she wants to
achieve so much more. Her blend of Christian pop is about inspiring, motivating, and
connecting with her listeners on a much higher level.
The EP kicks off with “The More The Light Fades,” a soothing introduction to this
release. This EP was produced by Grammy-winning producer Chad Carlson, who
helped bring the project to life. This music is all about channeling Gissela’s varied
musical background, as well as her passion for a diverse range of styles and ideas. The
second song is titled “Reckless Grace,” and it is a very emotional and meaningful tune,
reconciling the album’s gospel themes with the unique sound and feel of Gissela’s
mercurial creativity.
“Your Love Never Ends” follows right up. This is a vibrant, stunning and forwardthinking song. It combines an inspiring message with memorable melodies and great
hooks. “What It Means To Believe” is a more introspective tune, with personal reflections
on faith, and on what it truly means to give yourself to God and trust in his love and
grand plan. “Bring You Back To Life” is perhaps one of the most intriguing tunes on this
release and one of the most emotional ones. This song combines tasteful arrangements
with subtle, yet memorable melodies.
Last, but certainly not least, “This Is The Moment” is all about channeling Gissela’s spirit
while offering great melodies and infectious rhythms.
Ultimately, this is a great album for any fan of music with natural dynamic and engaging
melodies. Gissela is a master at creating soothing, charming and dreamy melodies, and
her angelic voice has a deep meaning, and a broad dynamic scope, reaching deep
within the heart of her listeners. In addition to the stunning performance value, the EP
boasts a really great sound. The production has a modern flavor, but it still retains the
organic warmth of the artist’s genuine performance.
Find out more about Gissela, and do not miss out on “Reckless Grace” EP and other
exciting releases from this talented artist!

